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The ability to rapidly learn from high-dimensional data to make reliable bets about the future
is crucial in many contexts. This could be a ﬂy avoiding predators, or the retina processing
gigabytes of data to guide human actions. In this work we draw parallels between these and
the efﬁcient sampling of biomolecules with hundreds of thousands of atoms. For this we use
the Predictive Information Bottleneck framework used for the ﬁrst two problems, and
re-formulate it for the sampling of biomolecules, especially when plagued with rare events.
Our method uses a deep neural network to learn the minimally complex yet most predictive
aspects of a given biomolecular trajectory. This information is used to perform iteratively
biased simulations that enhance the sampling and directly obtain associated thermodynamic
and kinetic information. We demonstrate the method on two test-pieces, studying processes
slower than milliseconds, calculating free energies, kinetics and critical mutations.
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key contributor to the rich and diverse functioning of
molecular systems is the presence of myriad possible
conﬁgurations. Instead of simply staying in the ground
state, a given system can adopt one of many metastable conﬁgurations and stay trapped there for extended periods. It has been
a long-standing dream to apply all-atom molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations to learn what these metastable states are, their
thermodynamic propensities, pathways for moving between
them, and associated kinetic constants. However, there have been
two central challenges in this: (a) the large number of states and
pathways for traversing between them and (b) the inherent rare
event nature of transition between states, wherein a simulation
would simply be trapped in whichever metastable state it was
started in. While multiple sampling methods1 and even ultraspecialized supercomputers2 have been introduced for tackling
this timescale problem, the problem is not fully solved. For
instance, a large class of sampling methods need an a priori sense
of a reaction coordinate (RC), which is a low-dimensional summary of the many conﬁgurations and pathways3–7. However, this
leads to an inherent coupled problem where one needs extensive
sampling of rare events to learn the RC, but also needs to know
the RC in the ﬁrst place to perform sampling.
To address this problem, our ansatz is that efﬁcient sampling of
energy landscapes of molecular systems has the same key
underlying challenge as one faced by a ﬂy as it goes about surviving8, or the human brain trying to process how to catch a
moving baseball9. Namely, given limited storage and computing
resources, which memories to preserve and which ones to ignore
in order to be best prepared for various possible future challenges? This can be paraphrased as the ability to rapidly learn a
low-dimensional representation of a complex system that carries
maximal information about its future state. Since storing and
processing large amounts of information can be computationally
and thus energetically expensive for the brain, it has been suggested that neurons in the brain separate predictive information
from the non-predictive background in a way that by encoding
and processing a minimum amount of relevant information, the
brain can still be maximally prepared of future outcomes. The
past–future (or predictive) information bottleneck framework
introduced and developed in many forms8–11 involves implementing such neuronal models from an information theoretic
basis that can originally be traced back to Shannon’s rate distortion theory.
Here we interpret the RC in molecular systems as such a
past–future information bottleneck10. We develop a sampling
method for small biomolecules that, simultaneously and with
minimal use of human intuition, esitmates this bottleneck, its
thermodynamics, and its kinetics. The central idea is that not all
features of the past carry predictive value for the future. A
complex model can be made to be very predictive; however, it will
often obscure physical interpretability and also end up capturing
noise. In order to address this task, we set up an optimization
problem and demonstrate how to solve it through the principle of
variational inference12 implemented through deep neural networks. This makes it possible to estimate a predictive information
bottleneck (PIB)11, which we interpret as the RC that, given a
molecule’s past trajectory, is maximally predictive of its future
behavior. Our net product is an iterative framework on the lines
of ref. 13 that starts from a short MD simulation, and, given these
data, makes an estimate of the RC, its Boltzmann probability, and
its associated causal Green’s function valid for short times. This
information is leveraged to perform systematically biased simulations with enhanced exploration of phase space, which can then
be used to re-learn the RC along with its probability and propagator, and iterating between MD and variational inference until
optimization is achieved. At this point, we have converged
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estimates of the most informative degrees of freedom, associated
metastable states, and their equilibrium probabilities. Finally,
through the use of a generalized transition state theory-based
framework on the lines of ref. 14, we recover the unbiased kinetics
for moving between different metastable states.
We ﬁrst demonstrate the method on sampling a small peptide.
We then apply it to a problem of immense relevance, by calculating the full dissociation process of benzene from L99A mutant
of the T4 lysozyme protein15,16. In the last system, with the use of
all-atom MD simulations taking barely a few hundred nanoseconds in total, and with the minimal use of prior human intuition
as in other related methods, we obtain accurate thermodynamic
and kinetic information for a process that takes few hundred
milliseconds in reality. Our simulations shed light on the complex
interplay between protein ﬂexibility and ligand movement, and
predict the residues whose mutations will have the strongest effect
on the ligand dissociation mechanism. We believe our approach
marks a big step forward in the use of fully-automated all-atom
simulations for the study of complex molecular and biomolecular
mechanisms.
Results
Principle of past–future information bottleneck. We formalize
this problem in terms of a high-dimensional signal X characterizing the state of a N-particle system under some generic set of
thermodynamic conditions. We take X as some d generalized
coordinates or basis set elements, where 1 ≪ d ≪ N. Let the value
of this signal measured at time t, or the past, be denoted by Xt and
at time t + Δt, or the future by Xt + Δt. We call Δt the prediction
time delay. We assume that Xt and Xt + Δt are jointly distributed
as per some probability distribution P(Xt, Xt + Δt). The mutual
information I(Xt, Xt + Δt) (Supplementary Notes 1 and 2 for this
and other deﬁnitions) quantiﬁes how much an observation at one
instant of time t can tell us about an observation at another
instant of time t + Δt. Furthermore, in this article we restrict our
attention to stationary systems; hence, we omit the choice of time
origin and write down Xt as X and Xt + Δt as XΔt. The principle of
PIB10,11 postulates a bottleneck variable χ, which is related to
X by an encoder function P(χ|X). Given the bottleneck variable
χ, predictions of the future XΔt can be made with a decoder
P(XΔt|χ). PIB says that the optimal bottleneck variable is one
which is as simple as possible in terms of the past it needs to
know, yet being as powerful as possible in terms of the future it
can predict correctly. This intuitive principle can be formally
stated through the optimization of an objective function L, which
is a difference of two mutual informations:
L  Iðχ; XΔt Þ  γIðX; χÞ:

ð1Þ

The above objective function quantiﬁes the trade-off between
complexity and prediction through a parameter γ ∈ [0, ∞).
Variational inference and neural network architecture. Typically, both the encoder P(χ|X) and the decoder P(XΔt|χ) can be
implemented by ﬁtting deep neural networks17 to data in form of
time-series of X. Our work stands out in three fundamental ways
to typical implementations of the information bottleneck principle and in general of artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) methods to
sampling biomolecules18–21. First, we use a stochastic deep neural
network to implement the decoder P(XΔt|χ), but use a simple
deterministic linear encoder P(χ|X) (see Fig. 1). The simple
encoder ensures that the information bottleneck or RC we learn is
actually physically interpretable, which is notably hard to achieve
in machine learning. On the other hand, by introducing noise in
the decoder, we can control the capacity of the model to ensure
that the neural network can delineate useful feature from useless
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Fig. 1 Network architecture used for learning predictive information
bottleneck χ. The decoder Q(XΔt|χ) is a stochastic deep neural network,
while the encoder P(χ|X) is of a simple deterministic and thus directly
interpretable linear form

information instead of just memorizing the whole dataset. Second, now that our encoder is a simple linear model, we completely drop the complexity term in Eq. (1) and set γ = 0. Due to a
reduced number of variables, this leads to a simpler and more
stable optimization problem. Finally, the rare event nature of
processes in biomolecules makes it less straightforward to use of
information bottleneck/AI methods for enhanced sampling. Here
we develop a framework on the lines of ref. 13, which makes it
possible to maximize the objective function in Eq. (1) through the
use of simulations that are progressively biased using importance
sampling as an increasingly accurate information bottleneck
variable is learnt.
Our typical starting point is an unbiased MD trajectory X =
{X1, …, XM} with M data points. We want to develop a lowdimensional mapping χ of this high-dimensional space, which
maximizes the objective function L ¼ IðχðXÞ; XΔt Þ. At the heart
of this mutual information lies the calculation of the decoder P
(XΔt|χ), which can in principle be done exactly using Bayes’
theorem (Supplementary Note 1). However, this becomes
impractical as soon as the dimensionality of X increases, due to
a fundamental problem in statistical mechanics and machine
learning: intractability of the partition function in high dimensions22. The principle of variational inference is an elegant and
powerful approach to surmount this problem23.
Let us consider a generic encoder given by some conditional
probability Pθ(χ|X), where θ is a set of parameters. Our objective
then is to ﬁnd the optimal RC or equivalently, the encoder θ that
optimizes the PIB objective:
θ ¼ argmaxθ LðθÞ:

ð2Þ

As mentioned above, this optimization problem is intractable for
almost all cases of practical interest. However, it is possible to
perform an approximate inference problem by assuming an
approximate decoder Qϕ(XΔt|χ) parametrized by the vector ϕ. For
any choice of ϕ, we make a straightforward use of Gibbs’
inequality12 to write down (Supplementary Note 2):
Iðχ; XΔt Þ ¼ HðPθ ðXΔt ÞÞ  HðPθ ðXΔt jχÞÞ
 HðPθ ðXΔt ÞÞ  CðPθ ðXΔt jχÞjjQϕ ðXΔt jχÞÞ:

ð3Þ

Here H and C denote Shannon entropy and cross entropy,
respectively. Take note that the ﬁrst term in Eq. (3) is
independent of our model parameters and hence can be
completely ignored from the optimization. Focusing on the
second term in Eq. (3), we thus obtain a variational lower bound

ð4Þ

Thus, L′ is a tractable lower bound bound to the true PIB
objective function L, which involves a variational approximation
through the trial decoder parametrized by ϕ. It has a simple
physical interpretation. We are attempting to learn a decoder
probability function Q that mirrors the actual Bayesian inverse
probability function P in terms of predicting the future state XΔt
of the system, given the knowledge of the RC χ. The difference
between the two probability distributions is calculated as a
cross-entropy. By maximizing the right-hand side of Eq. (4)
simultaneously with respect to the decoder and encoder
parameters ϕ and θ, respectively, we can then solve the actual
optimization problem posited in Eq. (4) rigorously and identify
the optimal RC.
It is clear that a model of a dynamical system X that attempts
to capture just its stationary probability P(X) will be less
informative and useful than one that captures the joint pastfuture probability distribution P(X, XΔt). This is simply because
the stationary probability can always be calculated by integrating
P(X, XΔt) over future outcomes XΔt. What is however less clear is
the choice of the time-delay Δt20. In biomolecular systems, it is
likely that there will be a hierarchy of time scales and thus time
delays relevant to different types of structural and functional
details. In principle, our formulation allows us to probe these
various time delays in a systematic manner. Here, for the purpose
of enhanced sampling, we propose an approach for selecting Δt
that is rooted in the reactive ﬂux formalism of chemical
kinetics24–26. This formalism applies to any system with
stochastic transitions on a network of microstates with arbitrary,
complex connectivity. Summarily, it states that the correlation
function for a trajectory’s population in any given state can be
partitioned into three parts: (a) an initial inertial part, (b) an
exponential decay, and (c) an intermediate plateau region
between (a) and (b). A key insight from this formalism is that
capturing (c), that is, the plateau part of a system’s state to state
dynamics accurately is necessary and sufﬁcient to capture the
temporal evolution at any timescale. By paraphrasing this
argument in the context of the present work, we propose to
learn our PIB model for gradually increasing values of the
predictive time-delay Δt, and stop when the calculated bottleneck
variable converges.
Variational inference on unbiased and biased trajectories. We
now show how to calculate L′ in practice. For a given unbiased
trajectory {X1, …, XM + k} with large enough M, we can easily
show (Supplementary Note 2):
L′ ¼

M
1X
log QðXnþk jχ n Þ;
M n¼1

ð5Þ

where χn is sampled from P(χ|Xn) and the time interval between
Xn and Xn + k is Δt. For practical rare event systems, however, a
typical MD trajectory will be trapped in the state where it was
started. Here we use our current best estimate of the PIB to
perform importance sampling of the landscape, so that the system
is more likely to sample different regions in conﬁguration space,
and use this enhanced sampling to iteratively improve the quality
of the RC. However, the data so generated is biased per deﬁnition,
and we need to reweight out the effect of the bias. We suppose
that along with the time series {X1, …, XM + k}, we also have been
provided the corresponding time-series for the bias V applied to
the system {V1, …, VM + k}. We can then use the principle of
importance sampling27 to write our PIB objective function L′ as
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follows (Supplementary Note 2):
(
)1
M
M
X
X
n
βV n
e
eβV log QðXnþk jχ n Þ;
L′ ¼
n¼1

ð6Þ

n¼1

where β is inverse temperature. The above equation is however
approximate, as it assumes Pbiased(Xn + k|χn) ≈ Punbiased(Xn + k|χn).
This is exact as Δt7!0, and can be expected to be reasonably valid
for small Δt, where we expect that the system on average would
not have diffused too far from its starting position at the beginning of that interval. If the bias varies smoothly enough that its
natural variation length scale is smaller or comparable to this
diffusion distance, then for small enough Δt we can indeed make
the aforementioned approximation. This means that we select the
smallest possible Δt at which the RC estimate plateaus.
Patching it all. We now state our complete sampling algorithm,
which accomplishes in a seamless manner the identiﬁcation of the
RC together with the sampling of its thermodynamics and
kinetics. The ﬁrst step is to perform an initial round of unbiased
MD. This trajectory, expressed in terms of d order parameters
{s1, …, sd} (where 1 ≪ d ≤ N), is fed to a deep learning module
(Fig. 1). The deep learning module implements the optimization
of L′ in Eq. (6) through the use of multi-layer feed-forward
neural network for the stochastic decoder Q, and a physically
interpretable linear map for the deterministic encoder P (Fig. 1).
Unlike the decoder, theP
encoder has no noise term and always
ci si , where {ci} denote the weights of
maps {s1, s2, …, sd} to
i

different order parameters. We perform this optimization for
gradually increasing values of the predictive time-delay Δt, and
estimate RC χ (given by the values of the weights ci) as seen by the
ﬁrst plateau in terms of when it ceases to depend on choice of Δt.
This value of Δt is then kept constant for different rounds of our
protocol. At this point, we have an initial estimate of χ and also its
unbiased probability distribution Pu(χ). These are both used to
construct a bias potential Vbias(χ) for the next iteration of MD:
Vbias ðχÞ ¼ kB T log Pu ðχÞ;

ð7Þ

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T ¼ k1β. With this bias
B
potential added to the original Hamiltonian of the system, we run
a biased MD simulation. This explores an increased amount of
conﬁguration space since we have applied a bias along our estimated slow degree of freedom, viz. the PIB or the RC. This next
round of MD trajectory is again fed to the deep learning module,
but this time each data point carries a weight w ¼ eβVbias to
compensate for the applied bias. This now identiﬁes an improved
RC χ and its unbiased probability through the use of importance
sampling:
hwδðχ  χðtÞÞib
Pu ðχÞ /
 eβFðχÞ ;
ð8Þ
hwib
where the subscript b denotes sampling under a biased ensemble
with weight w ¼ eβVbias and F(χ) is the free energy along χ. From
here, using the bias as −F(χ) our algorithm can now enter into
further iterations of MD–deep learning–MD–… This looping
continues until both the RC χ and the free energy estimate F(χ)
along the RC have converged. We have thus obtained an optimized RC and its Boltzmann probability density, or equivalently
the free energy. Through these we can directly demarcate the
relevant metastable states and quantify their relative propensities.
Furthermore, we can also calculate the transition rates for moving
between these metastable states. The central idea is to keep all
transition states between the different metastable states, as identiﬁed through the RC, devoid of any bias. As we show in examples, this can be easily achieved when implementing Eq. (8), by
4

ensuring that any barriers in the unbiased probability distribution
of the estimated RC are completely bias-free. Once we have done
this, we take into account that by virtue of it being the PIB, the
RC already encapsulates any relevant, predictive modes in the
system. Thus, the hidden barriers, which have invariably been
corrupted through the addition of such a bias, do not have any
predictive power for the dynamics of the system, and are thus not
relevant to the process at hand. This then implies that (i) the
biased dynamics preserves the state-to-state sequence one would
have seen with unbiased dynamics, and (ii) through the use of a
simple time rescaling calculation14,28 (Supplementary Note 1) we
can calculate the acceleration of rates achieved through biased
simulations. Finally, we can perform self-consistency checks for
the reliability of the rescaled kinetics by analyzing the unbiased
lifetimes for robustness with precise choice of biasing protocols
(Supplementary Fig. 1). We now demonstrate the use of the PIB
framework with two biomolecular case studies, in both of which
we simultaneously learn the RC, free energy, and kinetic rate
constants. In each
P case, the RC χ is constructed as a linear
combination χ ¼ ci si , where {ci} denote the weights of different
i

pre-selected order parameters {s1, s2, …, sd}.
Conformation transitions in a model peptide. First we consider
the well-studied alanine dipeptide system (Fig. 2a). This system,
as characterized by its Ramachandran dihedral angles, can exist in
different metastable states with varying stabilities and hard-tocross intermediate barriers. However, due to its small size it serves
as a reliable benchmark where we can perform longer than
microsecond unbiased MD simulations to benchmark our PIB
calculations.
Here we choose {cos ϕ, sin ϕ, cos ψ, sin ψ} as our order
parameters, where ϕ and ψ are the backbone dihedral angles. By
taking trigonometric functions of dihedral angles, we avoid
problems related to periodic boundary conditions. The PIB
protocol used here is shown in Fig. 2. In the initial round, we
perform a short unbiased MD simulation (see Fig. 2a for
trajectory and Supplementary Methods for technical details). As
discussed in Methods, the RC is then determined as the linear
encoder of the trained neural network with smallest loss function.
In Fig. 2b, we show how the weights rapidly converge as functions
of predictive time delay and reach a plateau in <2 ps, which we set
as Δt. Figure 2c shows the RC χ as well as the bias V(χ) learnt
along it to be used in the next round of MD. With this biasing
potential, we perform biased MD simulation as shown in Fig. 2d.
This trajectory through the use of Eq. (8) leads to a more
complicated bias structure as shown in Fig. 2e along with the
improved RC χ. Biased simulation with this new RC and bias as
shown in Fig. 2f ﬁnally leads to escape from the starting
metastable state. The ﬁnal obtained RC is: χ = 0.02cos ϕ +
0.97sin ϕ − 0.25cos ψ − 0.02sin ψ. It is known for alanine dipeptide that ϕ is more relevant than ψ for capturing the
conformational transitions, and our PIB-based RC estimate
agrees with that. The shift in weights of order parameters across
different rounds (Supplementary Fig. 5) reﬂects how our iterative
scheme ﬁnds the optimal RC.
Now that we have achieved back-and-forth motion in terms of
the rare event we intended to study, we use this ﬁnal RC and bias
to perform multiple sets of longer simulations with no further
reﬁnement of the RC. This yields the free energy surface (deﬁned
as −kBT log P(ϕ, ψ), where P is the unbiased Boltzmann
probability) as shown in Fig. 2g. This is in excellent agreement
with previously published benchmarks for this system27. At the
same time, we use the acceleration factor to rescale the biased
time back to the unbiased time. In Fig. 2h we show the cumulative
distribution functions of the ﬁrst passage time from the deeper
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Fig. 2 Past–future information bottleneck framework results on alanine dipeptide. a Unbiased simulation trajectory for dihedral angles Φ and Ψ, in blue
triangles and orange pluses, respectively. The alanine dipeptide molecule is shown in inset. b Absolute weights for different order parameters in the ﬁrst
training round as a function of the predictive time delay Δt. Blue triangles, orange triangles, green circles, and red squares correspond to cos ϕ, sin ϕ, cos ψ,
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as well as reference unbiased runs. The two are essentially indistinguishable. Orange and blue dashed lines denote unbiased data, respectively, while red
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Benzene dissociation from T4-L99A lysozyme. We now apply
our framework to a very challenging and important test case,
namely the pathway and kinetic rate constant of benzene dissociation from the protein T4-L99A lysozyme in all-atom
resolution15,16. We also demonstrate how the RC calculated
through our approach can be directly used to perform a sensitivity analysis of the protein, and predict the most important
residues whose mutations could have a signiﬁcant affect on the
stability of the protein–ligand complex. Such an analysis has
direct relevance to predicting, for instance, the mutations in a
protein, which could lead to a pharmacological drug losing its
efﬁcacy.
For this problem we choose 11 fairly arbitrary order parameters
denoted {s1, …, s11}. Eight of these are ligand–protein distances,
while three are intra-protein distances (Supplementary Fig. 2 and
Supplementary Table 1 for order parameter details). The RC is
learntPas a linear combination of these order parameters, namely
χ ¼ ci si .
Fori this problem as well we start with a short unbiased MD
simulation. As shown in Fig. 3, the weights of different order
parameters in the RC learnt from this trajectory change as a
function of the predictive time-delay Δt, but converge quickly. On
the basis of this plot, we set Δt = 2 ps for all further calculations.
We then iterate—using the same neural network architecture as
for alanine dipeptide (Fig. 1)—between rounds of learning an
iteratively improved RC χ1 together with its probability distribution, and running biased MD using the iteration’s RC and
probability distribution as bias V1(χ1) (Eq. (7)). After nine
rounds, we ﬁnd that the bias saturates as a function of training
rounds. That is, no further enhancement in ergodicity is achieved
by performing additional rounds of the aforementioned iteration.
This corresponds to the system reaching conﬁgurations where the
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basin as obtained through this approach, and through
much longer unbiased MD runs, which are feasible given the
small size of this system. The distribution functions and their
best-ﬁt Poisson curves are nearly indistinguishable, and lead to
excellent agreement in values of the escape rate constant, given by
k = 5.2 ± 0.8 and 5.8 ± 0.9 μs−1, respectively, for biased and
unbiased simulation.
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Fig. 3 Order parameters weights as functions of time delay for
benzene–lysozyme dissociation. The scheme shows the absolute value of
weights for 11 order parameters in the ﬁrst round as a function of predictive
time delay

previous PIB ceases to be effective. To learn a new PIB, we use the
washing out trick from ref. 29 to learn a second RC χ2 conditioned
on our knowledge of the ﬁrst RC χ1. In the next few rounds of
learning MD iterations, we (a) keep χ1 and V1(χ1) ﬁxed, and (b)
do not account for V1(χ1) when using Eq. (8). Through this we
learn a bias V(χ1, χ2) = V1(χ1) + V2(χ2). In principle we can lift
this assumption and learn more complicated non-separable V(χ1,
χ2). In a few rounds of training χ2, we observed spontaneous
disassociation of the ligand from the protein. We are now ready
to use the RC (χ1, χ2) (shown in Fig. 4) and its bias V(χ1, χ2) learnt
to directly study the pathway and kinetics of ligand dissociation.
For this we launch 20 independent biased simulations using (χ1,
χ2) as RC and V1(χ1) + V2(χ2) as bias. By calculating the acceleration
factor, we can recover the original timescale of the ﬁrst passage time.
As we show in SI, we ﬁt the cumulative distribution function to a
Poisson process and get an escape rate constant of 3.3 ± 0.8 s−1,
which is in good agreement with other methods30–32. We also
obtain a range of free energies viewed as functions of different order
parameters (Supplementary Fig. 3). These are in excellent agreement
with previously published results29–32.
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A comment we would like to make here concerns the
magnitude of Δt, especially in connection to the decorrelation
time of the MD thermostat. Here we implemented a canonical
ensemble using the velocity rescaling thermostat33 with a time
constant of 0.1 ps. Our predictive time-delay Δt is thus at least 20
times longer than the times for which the history of the
thermostat would persist. Interestingly, as can be seen in Fig. 3
the estimate of the RC converges with longer time delays, which
would be even more accurate from the perspective of not having
thermostat-induced noise, but would be less accurate due to
biasing related errors as explained earlier.
Predicting critical residues. On the basis of the PIB that we have
now calculated, we can directly predict which protein residues
have the most critical effect on the system. To do so, our guiding
principle is that the residues which carry higher mutual information with the PIB are more likely to have an impact on the
stability of the system, for instance, if these residues were to be
mutated. By performing a scan of the mutual information
between the PIB and the backbone dihedral angles of different
residues, we can rank them as being most critical to least critical
(Supplementary Note 3 has further details of the calculation
setup). As shown in Fig. 5, some of the important residues are (in
order of decreasing relevance): Ser136, Lys135, Asn132, Leu133,
Ala134, Phe114, Val57, Asp20, Leu118, and Val131.
These residues can be classiﬁed in two broad groups. First, we
have group (a) comprising residues 114, 118, and 131–136—
together these contribute to breathing movement between the two
helices through which the ligand leaves. Second, we have group
(b) comprising residues 20 and 57, which lie in different
disordered regions of the protein, and have no obvious
interpretation. The roles of groups (a) have been hinted at in
previous works32,34,35 and are thus yet another validation of our
approach. The role of group (b) during the unbinding process
remains to be seen. In order to demonstrate the robustness of this
calculation, we performed the full MD–deep learning–MD–deep
learning–… iterative protocol with a new set of order parameters
(details in Supplementary Discussion) that considered new
protein–ligand distances and completely excluded any
protein–protein distances, as the selection of latter require a
more signiﬁcant role of human intuition in anticipating protein
breathing for instance. In this new set of calculation, we again
obtained same critical residues, including a residue from the same
disordered region as in group (b) above. Whether the disordered
regions are biophysically relevant to the unbinding of the ligand
with the existence of a long-range allosteric communication
pathway, or if these residues are picked due to just noise from our
calculations, needs more detailed mutagenesis study in the future.
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Fig. 5 Critical residue analysis for benzene–lysozyme complex. The plot on
left shows for every residue the maximal mutual information between the
predictive information bottleneck (PIB) and either of the Ramachandran
angles ϕ, ψ of that residue. The top 10 residues are highlighted through
markers and in the right plot, illustrated relative to the ligand in a typical
intermediate pose

Discussion
In this work we have introduced a new framework for the
simultaneous sampling of the RC, free energy and rate constants
in biomolecules with rare events. Our work is grounded in the
PIB framework, which is an information theoretic approach for
building minimally complex yet maximally predictive models
from data. Such a framework has previously been found useful for
modeling fruit ﬂy movement and human vision. Here we exploit
the commonality between these diverse problems and that of
sampling complex biomolecular systems, namely the need to
quickly predict the future state of a system given noisy and highdimensional information. Our method implements this framework through the use of a unique linear encoder–stochastic
decoder model, where the latter is a deep neural network with
inbuilt noise. Here we demonstrated the applicability of the
method by studying conformational transitions in a model peptide in vacuum and ligand dissociation from a protein in explicit
water, with both systems in all-atom resolution. Through extremely short and computationally cheap simulations, we obtained
thermodynamic and kinetic observables for slow biomolecular
processes in excellent agreement with other methods, experiments and long unbiased MD. Last but not the least, by virtue of
having captured the most predictive degrees of freedom in the
system, we could also make, arguably for the ﬁrst time, direct
predictions of how protein sequence can impact dissociation
dynamics—namely, which mutations in the protein would be
most deleterious to the dissociation process.
We would also like to discuss here some obvious limitations of
our approach. The RC learnt from AI can often lack interpretability. We address this issue here through the use of a simple
linear encoder, which preserves the interpretability of the RC.
However, this comes at the cost of using smartly designed nonlinear basis functions, or order parameters, which can often be
domain-dependent. For example, different classes of basis functions were needed here for alanine dipeptide conformation
change (namely, torsions) and ligand dissociation (namely, distances). Using a linear encoder on distances for alanine dipeptide,
or torsions for ligand dissociation, leads to no discernible
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enhancement in sampling as we iterate through rounds of deep
learning and MD. Thus, bad choices of basis functions for the
protocol can be ruled out at least in a heuristic manner by
quantifying whether these led to more ergodic sampling or not.
We are cautiously optimistic about the applicability of this work
to even more complex systems than the ones considered here. In
addition to identifying better basis functions, one other issue that
we will need to address carefully for such systems is when one or
even two RCs are simply not sufﬁcient to describe the process of
interest. Often these different coordinates can be entangled, and
we might have to use further deep learning machinery in order to
deal with such issues36. Overall, we believe this work marks an
important step ahead in computer simulation of molecules, and
should be useful to different communities for robust, reliable
studies of rare events.

Data availability
All the data and GROMACS/PLUMED input ﬁles required to reproduce the results
reported in this paper are available on PLUMED-NEST (www.plumed-nest.org), the
public repository of the PLUMED consortium41, as plumID:19.028″. Further data
including all-atom coordinates can be obtained from the authors upon request.

Code availability
The code associated with this work is available from the corresponding author on
request.
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